
Materials List Karol Oakley Plein-air Painting
Expo 2022

Title: Nitty Gritty Plein-air

New or a bit unsure about Plein-air painting? Our focus is on getting to the nitty gritty of what to
look for, and how to get all that info onto your paper in the short time you have before the light
changes! Be challenged. It is doable and I’ll show you how, in easy to take steps that get to the
heart of painting, quickly and simply, at one of our beautiful beaches with rocks. A finished
painting isn’t a requirement. Learning how and gaining confidence is.

Materials List:

Pastels Bring what Artist Quality soft pastel you have. Bring a selection of
seascape/landscape colours, any Artist Quality Soft Pastel brand in
light tones for the sky and mid tones for the water and sand.
Colour suggestions include very light toned Cerulean Blue to
Cobalt blues, mid toned bluish  and reddish purple, turquoise green
and Indigo , light toned Yellow Ochre, Raw Umber, Warm Grey,
dark toned Phthalo Green and Burnt Umber

Easel A sturdy easel that won’t blow, that is stable and allows you to see
over the top of it.  Or a board on your lap.

Paper ArtSpectrum Colourfix Original Medium (it is a light sandpaper
style). Three Sheets in the Size 12x9”/23 x 30 cm. Colour of the
paper is “Australian Grey”

Backing Board Backing Board is to be waterproof, firm with no bend or flex in it.
Use the back of a plastic wrapped canvas board or Gator Board or
3mm MDF that has been waterproofed. 30 x 40 cm in size so its
larger than your paper.

View Finder A viewfinder or catcher with a small opening of 4cm and able to
slide on one side. A pair of L’s made of cardboard is fine.

Visual Diary A5 visual diary or note book with a 2B pencil
Wet Brushes One Synthetic ,wide, flat, thin, about a 25mm wide face.

One old bristle brush about a size10 long flat.
Water Container One water container for the brush  one fine spray bottle optional
Masking Tape 18 or 25mm wide cream colour good brand like “Bear”
Charcoal One stick of willow charcoal which doesn’t stain the paper.
Dry Brush One bristle brush a size 8 flat
Rag A piece of cotton cloth rag about 10 x 8”
Other Important ThingsBring your Camera/iPad, water, sunscreen, fly repellent, hat and

covered in shoes.
Chocolate for the tutor is optional


